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Over the past ten weeks
a group of students from
gems genisis international
school have been working
on a project with
interiact lab to learn
the design process and
design an installation
that will be exhibited
in the city of ahmedabad.
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building the future
with the future

The design process the students have followed:

Observe

Define

Brainstorm

Prototype

Test

what is interiact lab?
interiact lab is a design
and innovation agency that
practices design thinking
and offers a platform for
children to express
themselves through
solution driven,
human centric design
projects.

key skills the students developed:
• observing
• listening
• speaking & communicating
• working to deadlines
• presenting
• documenting
• describing
• rapid prototyping
• brainstorming

who runs it?
interiact lab is run by
ketna hirji who is from
london but currently lives
in ahmedabad. she started
interiact lab in india
whilst researching the
textile industry. she is a
first principle thinker and
has developed some products
of her own which will be
launched and exported
internationally in 2o16.

a summary of the program in collaboration with
ggis.

week one - we arranged a trip to vastrapur lake,
to observe and understand human behaviour in
public places. the students were given the task
to observe what they could see and why. they had
a solution driven mindset from the beginning
which allowed them to always think about
improving and simplifying design.

week two - we spent the session discussing
products and their function. the students
understood what multifunction product design
is and how a product can be used in multiple
ways.
week three - we headed down to the national
institute of design to understand how solar
and kinetic energy worked as well as a talk
led by product designers on machinery.
week four - six - we spent these sessions
generating multiple ideas and concepts to
help us build a theme for our installation.
during this period the students designed
their own version of Abraham Maslow’s
hierachy of needs. This was the first
time it has been redesigned by children.

GGIS INTERIACT THEORY OF HUMAN NEEDS

GIHN THEORY

Business, Electricity, Space,
Gaming

Creativity, Imagination, Innovation

Exercise, Health, Home, Education

Relationship, Honeybees, Clothes

Oxygen, Food, Water, Technology, Family, History, Love, People

week seven - ten - after narrowing down to
the three pillar themes of [education, rubik’s
cube and solar energy] we started to prototype.
we had invited product design specialists to
our prototyping sessions which helped the
students to understand form, function and
material in a simple way.
during this time we visited fab lab at cept
university to understand materials and
machinery better, we also got to learn
about 3d printing and the purpose of each
machine.

week eleven - we finalised the education
element which is a 12 line poem written
by the students which will read differently
on each side of the installation as the
twelve slices spin around. So every reader
sees something different. we had a closing
ceremony at cept university which included
some installation demos from around their
campus.
what’s next?
the final installation will be built in
the next few weeks at fablabs, and we will
unveil the installation at a ggis annual
event.

students presenting their observations
vastrapur lake, ahmedabad

defining the purpose of design and
understanding the function and form of
products.

students building an origami satellite
concept at national institute of design

students watching videos on kinetic
energy at national institute of
design.

a session on solar energy with post
graduates from national institute of
design

a walk through the campus of the national
institute of design, exploring the design
of the building.

a brainstorming session building on the
themes and ideas for the installation.

students had brought their own material
in to build their prototypes.

post graduates from nid had come in to
help the students build prototypes.

students were continuously pitching their
ideas in a non judgmental way. they were
always iterating and adjusting their
designs.

more prototypes from the students.

a visit to cept university, fab lab to
understand machinery and and materials.

we explored prototypes made with a 3d
printer.

the students took part in high level
discussions about the structure and
build of their installation with
designers at cept university.

we explored a few start up technologies
and mobile applications at fab lab.

the three themes
• education
• Rubik’s cube
• solar energy

the structure of the
installation

the students had a closing ceromony at
cept where they were awarded
certificates.

the students wrote this poem together which will be laser cut on each
slice so as the slices spin each side will read something different

I am a fly
i only have one eye
the sky fell and landed on my eye
my vision is halved but i still try
i pray to god oh my oh my
oh that guy he’s eating a pie
sometimes i wish i were a butterfly
I wish i had an extra eye
i’m so shy
i hide in my skin when people pass by
i already know how to speak thai
oh why why why.

Testimonials from the parents about Interiact Lab.
“Thanks for your contribution in 'making kids think'.” – Arun Gandhi
“I am in short of words to describe the whole experience the kids are going through. I am jealous.
Interiact is like a dream come true for the kids. At such an early age they are getting amazing exposure with your guidance. Keep up the good work. Working with NID and CEPT professionals at their
campus at such an early age is a rewarding experience. – Kavita Shah
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